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Abstract-Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) applications
demand ultra low power devices. Digital Ultra Wideband (UWB)
transceiver can be used as tbe communication module in a WSN
due it its potential for location tracking, ranging and low data
rate communication. Current digital UWB receiver architecture
incorporates beavy parallelism, wbicb significantly increases
power consumption, especially during tbe acquisition and
syncbronisation (AS) mode. Analysis sbows tbat real time
reconfigurability for tbe digital backend of tbe UWB receiver bas
tbe potential to reduce tbe average power consumption. Tbis
paper proposes a novel real time reconfigurability algoritbm
(RTRA) wbicb reduces tbe power consumption by switcbing off
tbe unwanted parallel blocks during tbe AS mode. It consists of
estimation, translation and a control block. An FPGA
implementation sbowed tbat an average power saving of
approximately 30% can be acbieved by tbe proposed RTRA over
a normal receiver.
Index Terms- Adaptive control, Adaptive signal processing,
Intelligent systems, Reconfigurable arcbitectures

I. INTRODUCTION

Communications Commission (FCC) USA, in
F
2002, allocated frequency bands from 0-960MHz and 3.110.6GHz for unlicensed use for commercial Ultra Wideband
EDERAL

(UWB) communications. Any signal of 500 MHz or more
bandwidth or a fractional bandwidth greater than 0.25 within
the above bands and with maximum transmit power of 41.3dBm/MHz can be categorized as UWB signal [1,2].
The potential of UWB for achieving low to high data rates,
location tracking and precision ranging enables it to find its
applications in a wide variety of fields. Wireless sensor
network (WSN) is one of such upcoming UWB application
areas and is the target application in this paper. WSN's require
ultra low power consumption, low data rates and are
categorized under IEEE 802.15.4a standard [3]. UWB impulse
radio [4], which uses carrier-less communication, is suitable
for WSNs due to its potential of digital implementation,
providing design flexibility and lower power consumption.
The digital transceiver architecture, for low rate and low
power consumption, uses a coherent reception scheme and has
a potential to achieve the stringent power consumption
requirements of WSNs [5, 6]. The receiver performs three
major operations viz. acquisition and synchronisation (AS),
tracking and data detection. It employs a bank of digital pulse
matched filters (PMF) and pseudo-random noise correlators
(PNC) to perform AS followed by tracking and data detection.
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Significant parallelism is used in the receiver for AS operation
for speeding it up and reducing operating frequency. Because
of the parallelism, power consumption of the receiver
increases, especially in AS mode. WSNs require ultra low
power consumption and therefore it is required to reduce
power the consumption of the UWB receiver in the AS mode.
The parallelism is incorporated so that the receiver can cope
with worst case channel condition, time delay and pulse delay
spread. However, for UWB pulse propagation, these factors
vary significantly with time, environment, relative position of
transceiver and other factors [6, 7]. Also, channel condition
and time delay are not worst all the time. A detailed
investigation and analysis of parallelism requirement and
factors affecting parallelism, presented in [7], provide an
evidence of the potential of reduced parallelism in power
saving in the AS mode.
This paper proposes a novel real time reconfigurability
algorithm (RTRA) to reduce power consumption of a UWB
receiver during the AS mode. It involves monitoring of the
channel conditions and time delay, estimating the amount of
parallelism required for AS operation and switching off
unwanted blocks to reduce power consumption. The RTRA
consists of estimation, translation and control blocks. The
design and analysis of these blocks will be discussed in this
paper.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II and III present
a brief description of the digital UWB transceiver and
parallelism requirement investigation. Section IV proposes the
RTRA and discusses its design constraints. The design,
analysis and results for estimation and translation algorithms
are presented in section V. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
section VI.
II. UWB TRANSCENER
A. Transmitter
The transmitter uses short Gaussian pulses to transmit data.
Each binary data bit, is spread using a PN sequence of length
'N' to form a symbol. Each chip in the symbol modulates the
Gaussian pulse using binary phase shift keying (BPSK)
modulation. The Gaussian pulses are repeated at a certain
pulse repetition period (PRP) (PRP=128ns for this design).
The transmit packet consists of a preamble for receiver AS
operation and data bits [5, 6].

B. Receiver
The analog front-end of the receiver consists of an antenna,
low noise amplifier, filter and a bank of I-bit analog to digital
converters (ADC). The ADC bank samples the received pulse
at an effective sampling rate of 2GHz. The sampling window
for each received pulse is same as PRP for design simplicity.
Clock generation module, bank of parallel PMF's, bank of
parallel PNCs, peak detector, local PN generator data recovery
and control block together constitute the digital-backend [5,
6].
Fig 1, presents the block diagram of the digital backend [5,
6]. The ADC's sample the received pulse and provide 256
samples for one sampling period (128ns PRP, sampled at
2GHz). The banks of parallel PMF's and PNCs perform AS
operation over the entire preamble. PMF's resolves the time
delay in the received pulse to ensure maximum energy capture
within the sampling window. Length of the PMF is 128ns
corresponding to worst case delay spread of 64ns [6, 8]. A
single PMF for time delay resolution will need it to operate at
sampling frequency of 2GHz which will consume significantly
large amount of power and result in longer acquisition time.
Therefore, 128 parallel PMF's process the 256 samples of the
received pulse simultaneously. Each PMF now operates at
pulse repetition frequency (I/PRP) instead of sampling
frequency (I/Tsample) due to the parallel operation.
128 PNCs correlate 128 outputs of PMF's, to resolve the
PN phase over symbol period. In order to further reduce the
AS time, 11 such PNC banks operate simultaneously [5, 6].
Synchronization is declared once the PMF capturing
maximum energy within the PRP and correct PN phase is
detected, by the peak detector. Data detection is then
performed with a hard decision, depending on the sign of
maximum correlation output.
The PMF and PNC bank together contribute up to 90% of
the digital backend of the UWB receiver. In the AS mode all
128 PMF's and 128 x 11 PN correlators are in operation,
where as in data detection only the one capturing maximum
energy is 'on'. Due to this the power consumption in the AS
mode is high as compared to the data detection mode [5, 6].
With such high power consumption during the AS mode, the
digital UWB receiver cannot be possibly used as a
communication module in the WSN applications. Therefore,
to meet the ultra low power requirement of WSNs, it is
required to reduce power consumption of the UWB receiver
during the AS mode.

III. PARALLELISM REQUIREMENT INVESTIGATION

The parallelism for the AS mode operation is incorporated
so that the receiver can operate in the worst case channel
condition and time delay. However, these factors are not worst
all the time. Real time reconfigurability of these parallel
blocks according to the changing channel condition and time
delay has the potential to reduce the power consumption
during the AS mode without increasing the data detection
error rate of the receiver [7].
According to the parallelism analysis in [7], time delay in
the received signal controls where the maximum received
energy lies within the PRP and therefore determines the
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Figure 1. UWB receiver Digital Backend [6]

number of parallel PMF's required for AS operation for a
particular channel condition. The channel taps (amplitudes of
individual reflected paths) also contribute in determining the
energy captured by each PMF.
The transceiver is modeled in the simulation environment
using Matlab and the analysis simulates the AS mode using all
128 parallel PMFs and successive PNCs in operation.
Transmit signal is passed through 100 different channel
impulses generated using IEEE 802.15.4a channel model [9].
The time delay is varied from Ons to 60ns for each channel
condition and the PMF number capturing the maximum
energy as reported by the peak detector for each condition is
determined (pmf_rej). This number represents the least
number of PMF's required to be in operation for successful
AS operation for the current operating channel impulse and
time delay. The analysis results show that:
• Number of PMF's required for processing the received
signal for different channel impulses are different.
• For same channel impulses if time delay increases, PMF
reported by the peak detector increases significantly.
• In very few channel impulse cases and higher Td values
all the 128 parallel PMF's are required for operation.

IV. REAL TIME RECONFIGURABILITY ALGORITHM (RTRA)
The aim of the RTRA is to determine the number ofPMFs
required for AS operation in the first few bit of the preamble,
so that the unwanted PMFs and successive PNCs can be
switched off during the rest of the AS mode. Also, it should be
as simple as possible and should introduce least hardware to
justify power saved as compared to power consumed by it.
Lastly, it should be accurate in order to maintain the data
detection error rate of the receiver. As this algorithm will
intelligently change the number of parallel blocks in operation
in real time this change can be considered as a structural
change and thus it is called as reconfigurability algorithm.
Fig 2 presents the block diagram for the proposed RTRA.
It consists of an estimation block which estimates significant
energy received within the PRP and time delay in the received
signal for current channel condition. The translation block
translates this information into the number ofPMF's required
and the control block finally generates the enable/disable
signals to tum on the required number of PMF's and
successive PNCs in the bank and switch off the unwanted
ones.

v.

DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF RTRA

A. Estimation Algorithm
The transmitted signal in an indoor wireless channel
undergoes reflections from various objects. Thus, the received
signal is a collection of all reflected components at different
times, called multipaths. Equation (1) represents the
generalized channel response.

Where al is the attenuation, tl is the time delay, L is the
number of multipaths.
In the channel response, values of attenuation and time
delay change with respect to time and environment of
operation [10]. A pulse train of Gaussian 1st derivative pulses
of width 3ns and PRP of about I28ns is used for this paper.
Typical channel delay spread varies from 20-60ns [6, 8],
which means that the 3ns transmitted pulse has reflected
components and the total energy received can be distributed
over 20-60ns within the PRP. Also, due to time delay, the
significant energy in the received signal can lie anywhere
within the PRP.
For implementing the RTRA, some sort of channel and
time delay estimation needs to be performed in order to obtain
the information of significant energy received within the PRP.
Traditional channel estimation methods are used for BER
improvement. For estimation in this case, the aim is to extract
sufficient information from the received signal in order to
facilitate parallelism reduction. Implementing traditional,
complex channel estimation algorithms would not server the
purpose in this case as they require very high sampling rates,

additional pilot symbols and perform channel estimation over
the entire preamble. Also, majority of them are implemented
for offline processing where signal quantisation is not an
issue. However, in our case the received signal is quantized
for I-bit resolution. This factor is one of the big challenges for
RTRA implementation.
In the estimation block we propose to estimate the location
of the last significant energy sample number within the PRP of
the received pulse. This last significant sample information
can be used to estimate the PMF capturing the maximum
energy. This information can be obtained from the first few
received pulses and used for translation.
As the received signal is sampled by I-bit ADCs, the input
data for the digital backend is a 256-bit long vector with each
bit representing one sample in the received pulse. The last
significant sample number estimation becomes as simple as
determining the last sample which is '1' within the 256-bit
long pulse sample vector and its sample number. For this we
propose to use a priority encoder algorithm, which will take
the 256-bit vector as input and output 8-bit last significant
sample number. Fig 3 presents the representation of a sample
received pulse quantised by a I-bit ADC and the last
significant sample estimated by priority encoder algorithm.
In order to validate this estimation method, received signal
pulses for 100 different channel impulses are obtained in the
simulation environment and last significant sample number is
obtained for each case without any quantisation. Later, these
received signals are quantized by I-bit ADC and last
significant sample number is estimated for each case using the
256-bit priority encoder algorithm. These validations are
obtained with the help of the transceiver simulation models
designed in Matlab. Fig 4 presents the last significant sample
number determined for no quantisation case and that
determined by the priority algorithm after quantisation.
It can be seen in Fig 4 that the last significant sample
estimation for I-bit quantisation by priority encoder algorithm
resembles very closely to that with the one without
quantisation for majority of the cases. The difference between
the last significant sample number values is mainly due to
quantisation. The priority encoder can be very easily
implemented with less hardware and its processing is fast and
simple. The small error between actual and estimated last
significant sample numbers can be very easily compensated in
the translation block.

are determined for 100 different channel impulses and time
delay varying from 0-50ns. Later, for each of these channel
impulses and time delays, estimation is performed using
priority encoder and translation is performed using the
translation methods. Percentage of failure cases, the figure of
merit used to validate the translation methods is the percentage
of channel impulses in which Tpmf < pmf_ref Fig 5 presents
the percentage failures cases for the translation methods.
Average
relative
power
saving
percentage
after
reconfiguration is estimated assuming that 100% power is
consumed when all 128 PMFs are 'on' and is presented in Fig
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Figure 3. Sample received pulse and LSS estimation
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Figure 4. LSS results for priority encoder algorithm for 1bit input

B. Translation Algorithm
Translation is the process in which the last significant
sample information obtained from the estimation block is
translated to number of parallel PMFs required for the AS
operation. For an effective translation, number of PMFs
estimated by RTRA (Tpmj) should be equal to or more than
the PMF reported to capture the maximum energy in a normal
receiver (pmf_ref), for the same channel condition. If rpmf <
pmf_ref, then the translation method is said to fail a?~ can
cause an error in data detection. However, the probabIlIty of
data detection error depends on the closeness of rpmf to
pmf_ref, due to the energy capture principle used in the
coherent receiver.
In translation of the last significant sample information to
number of PMFs required for AS operation, we assume that
the last significant sample lies in the centre of the PMF
capturing the maximum energy. This ensures that the
translated number of PMFs actually cover the part of the PRP
where significant energy is received. Translation method 1
(TMl) is defined by equation (2) where LSS is the last
significant sample.

if LSS ~ 64 then, Tpmf =LSSfl;
if LSS~191then Tpmf =LSS-64;
else Tpmf =128

(2)

In order to validate the translation method, the transceiver
is modeled in simulation environment. PMF numbers reported
by the peak detector after AS operation for a normal receiver

6.

It can be seen from Fig 5 that translation method 1 results
in approximately 50% failure cases for most time delay
values. However, individual simulations show that Tpmf
values are very close to pmf_ref, which reduces probability of
data detection error. Nevertheless, such a high percentage of
failure cases for lower time delay values from 0-30ns, may
lead to high data detection errors, as significant energy within
the PRP may not be captured due to low value of Tpmf.
However, for higher time delay values, this does not have such
an effect as the chances of loosing significant energy is
reduced due to higher values for Tpmf. The average relative
power saving percentage is estimated assuming that 100%
power is consumed when all the 128 PMFs and PNCs are 'on'.
It varies from 90% to less than 10% with increasing time delay
as seen from Fig 6.
In order to reduce the percentage of failure cases for lower
time delay values in translation method 1, translation method
2 uses a guard band of 32 PMFs and is defined in equation (3)

if Tpmfi ~ 32; then Tpm!2 =Tpmfi + 32;
else TPmf2 =Tpm/i

(3)

With the guard band, the percentage failure cases are
reduced for lower values of time delays, as seen in Fig 5.
However, this improvement comes at a cost of reduced
average power saving, as seen in Fig 6. Also, probability of
data detection error is considerably reduced for lower time
delay values.
In order to validate the maintenance data detection error,
sample data bits are used. The data detection error before
reconfiguration and after reconfiguration is estimated. The
results of this analysis show that the proposed RTRA performs
better than normal receiver with 0.5% reduction in the
detection error for time delay values of 0-20ns, a marginal
increase of 0.6% in detection errors for time delays of 30-40ns
and same detection error for remaining time delays.
Therefore translation method 2 maintains the data detection
error. Th~ small increase in data detection error for certain
cases can be easily compensated in the error detection and
correction block of the receiver.
As the proposed translation methods are simple
mathematical equations hardware implementation is small,
fast and low power consuming. Once translation is done the
control block generates enable/disable signals to switch off the
unwanted PMFs and PNCs.
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An FPGA implementation of a PMF bank for a normal
receiver and that with RTRA for AS operation was done and
current drawn by the FPGA fabric was measured in both the
cases for sample channel conditions and time delays. The
results show an average power consumption reduction of
approximately 30% in the receiver with RTRA over the
normal receiver AS operation.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel algorithm for the real time
reconfigurability for the digital backend of a UWB receiver is
presented. Priority encoder was used as the estimation method
in order to extract the last significant sample information from
the received signal pulse. Very simple translation method is
developed which is effective and ensures maintenance of data
detection error. Due to the simplicity and effectiveness of the
estimation and translation methods it can be concluded that
they successfully achieve the stringent design constraints of
RTRA.
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